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Damaged Compressor Stator Parts
–
Resulting from Operation in Deep Choke
The internal stationary parts of a high‐speed, oil‐free, integrated motor compressor used in gas 












The machine is able to operate in
 serial 
 parallel  







































































































piece of 4th stage hub labyrinth
trapped piece of 
















































• clearly visible flow patterns in the
diffusers of the stages 3, 4 & 5
• the comparison with CFD simulations
of typical operating conditions evidences repeated
or continuous operation at choke.
Calculated Flow Patterns Typical for Operation at:
RCA Repeated or Continuous Operation at Choke
In choke conditions the diffuser of the last stage(s) 
do not increase pressure. Therefore the hub 
labyrinth has a reversed flow. 
Dynamic flow and pressure fluctuations during
choke operation caused the damages in the last 







• According to the production profile
prolonged operation at very low pressure
ratios was a fact (pi HP < 1.05, or even
below 1.00).
• The choke controller should have
prevented the machine from running in 
this condition.
• The choke controller response line was 
not set properly. Therefore the machine
was running in deep choke.
• The two compression sections were
always running in serial mode. With these






































• Prevent machine from
operating in deep choke.
• Implementation of a correct
choke controller response line.
• Encourage the operator to switch
from serial to parallel operation
if the choke response line is reached.
• In this case the efficiency will be
significantly higher than in serial
operation.
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